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Propositions
belonging to the PhD dissertation

B E T W E E N “ I F ” A N D “ T H E N ”

Towards an Empirically Informed Philosophy of
Conditionals

by
karolina krzyżanowska

1. Only by combining the insights from philosophy, linguis-
tics and psychology of reasoning one can arrive at a de-
scriptively accurate account of natural language conditio-
nals (chapter 1).

2. Many, if not all, conditional sentences convey the existence
of an inferential connection between the content of
their antecedent and the content of their consequents
(chapter 3).

3. Truth conditions of indicative conditionals can be defined in
correspondence to valid deductive, inductive or abducitve
arguments (chapter 3).

4. There are linguistic markers allowing us to tell deductive,
inducitive and abductive inferential conditionals apart
(chapter 4).

5. Interpretation is not a matter of all or nothing (chapter 5).

6. Conditionals cannot be judged to be inconsistent with each
other purely on the basis of their form (chapter 5).

7. A deliberating agent can trust indicative conditionals as
long as their consequents do not follow abductively from
their antecedents (chapter 5).

8. The Ramsey Test, often considered to be an accurate de-
scription of a mechanism underlying the interpretation of
conditional sentences, provides only a partial answer to the
question of their meaning.


